REMOVABLE
WALLPAPER
AVAILABLE

TRADITIONAL
WALLPAPER
AVAILABLE

COORDINATED
FABRIC
AVAILABLE

$65

PER ROLL

BETHANY LINZ

Candy Stripe Removable Wallpaper
Made to order. Ships in 3-4 days.

Candy Stripe features narrow vertical stripes in black, pink and green colors. This striped wallpaper is perfect for
any room and is a fantastic compliment to other designs.

ROLL DIMENSIONS

24" (61.5cm) x 10ft (3m)

PATTERN REPEAT

No Repeat

PATTERN MATCH

Free Match

FINISH
CLEANABILITY
USAGE

Pre-trimmed Butt Join
Washable
Domestic & Commercial

FREE MATCH

GOOD LIGHT FASTNESS

WASHABLE

BETHANY LINZ

Bethany Linz is an Australian artist and textile designer who recently launched two brand new collections with
Milton & King. Aged With Grace is a collection inspired by old hand-painted murals. Hence, they feature how
these works of art seem to grow even more beautiful over the years. The aesthetic is tropical yet rustic. Young
At Heart is Bethany’s first kids collection. The focus here is on educational wallpaper as well as simply playful
and cheerful wallpaper. Both of these collections of wallpapers and fabrics concern time. However short or
however long, there is beauty to behold. Shop for Bethany Linz's wallpapers and fabrics and enrich your space.
Read More....

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Our removable wallpaper panels can be reused and are easy to remove – ideal for renters and temporary
installations.

Please ensure that you order the correct amount as we do not guarantee that tiles printed in different batches
will match exactly
Butt join for ease of installation
Material: matte, polyester wall fabric
Clear, low-tack wall adhesive backing
Green Guard Certified Inks. Non Toxic, No VOCs. No PVC safe for use in home, health, hospitality and schools
Washable with mild soap and water
Made to order; Ships in 3-4 business days
Installation – Please refer to our detailed guide on how to install our peel & stick wallpaper. Every order also
ships with a detailed set of instructions.
How to determine the number of wallpaper panels you need

1. Measure your walls – make sure you have an accurate measurement in inches of height and width of the
portion of the wall you’ll be covering. Sometimes it helps to draw a rough sketch to use while you do your
calculations.

2. Determine the number of panels you’ll need across your wall. Our removable wallpaper panels are all 24″
wide. Once you have the width of your wall in inches, take the width and divide by 24. This will give you the
number of tiles that you will need horizontally. Remember to always round up!

